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IntroductIon

The conventional risk factors for coronary artery disease 
are dyslipidemia cigarette smoking obesity old age male sex 
etc. However, there are other risk factors which are strongly 
associated with the coronary artery disease but do not have 
strong evidence, such as Lpa, serum fibrinogen level etc. 
Though many studies have yielded a positive association 
between Lipoprotein (a) { Lpa} and Coronary Artery disease 
(CAD), many studies have shown controversial data.

Lpa consists of an LDL-like particle and the specific 
apolipoprotein(a) [apo(a)], which is covalently bound to the 
apoB of the LDL like particle. Lp(a) plasma concentrations are 
heritable and primarily controlled by the apolipoprotein(a) 

gene [LPA] . The structure of lpa is similar to plasminogen 
and tPA (tissue plasminogen activator). It competes with 
plasminogen for its binding site, leading to reduced fibrinolysis. 
Lpa transports the more atherogenic proinflammatory oxidized 
phospolipids which attract inflammatory cells to vessel walls, 
and leads to smooth muscle cell proliferation. Lpa  carries 
cholesterol and thus contributes to atherosclerosis. High Lpa 
predicts risk of early atherosclerosis independently of other 
cardiac risk factors. Serum Lpa level  may be affected by  kidney 
failure, but are only minimally affected by diet, exercise, and 

AbstrAct

Background and aims - Lipoprotein(a) is not an established independent risk 
factor. This study aims to observe whether lipoproteina(Lpa) is significantly 
high in patients of acute coronary syndrome (ACS) in comparison to healthy 
control. The second part of the study is aimed to know whether oral nicotinic 
acid treatment lowers Lpa level significantly.

Methods - This is a prospective case control study with quasi-experimental 
design done on acute coronary cases admitted in our centre. Total 200 cases 
of ACS were included as cases and 46 healthy volunteers were controls.  In 
later part of the study those patients who had high Lpa and were eligible were 
treated with nicotinic acid for 3 months and Lpa was measured again. 

Results - Mean Lp(a) level was 39.7mg/dl (+17)   among the 200 ACS cases 
admitted in CCU with the maximum of 83 and minimum of 14. Among controls 
mean Lpa was 22mg/dl (+3.04) with maximum of 44 and minimum of 17mg/dl. 
Difference was significant with p value of < 0.01. It was observed that nobody 
discontinued the drug because of side-effects. In these patients there was 
significant reduction in serum Lpa level from 74.1mg/dl (+ SD22.2) to 43.2mg/
dl (+ SD21.9) p<0.01.

Conclusion - The serum level of Lpa was significantly high in patients with ACS 
patients in comparison to control. This difference however was not significant 
between STEMI and NSTEMI patients. Low dose Nicotinic acid reduces  Lpa 
significantly and is well tolerated by the patients.
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other environmental factors. Most commonly prescribed lipid-
reducing drugs have insignificant effect on Lpa concentration.

High Lpa predicts risk of early atherosclerosis independently 
of other cardiac risk factors, including low density 
lipoprotein(LDL). Lpa has not been established as a strong 
independent risk factor in many studies from North America1 
and Europe.2, 3 However in some study lpa is considered 
important risk factor in South Asians settled abroad.4

Some ethnic groups are known to have higher lpa levels than 
others which has been attributed to the genetic heterogeneity 
between different ethnic groups. Although most of the studies 
consider Lpa as emerging coronary artery risk factor many 
studies hesitate to take it as independent risk factor.  So it is 
not yet certain whether Lpa is an independent risk factor for 
coronary artery disease in South Asian population.The only 
accepted therapy for significantly elevated Lpa levels today is 
LDL apheresis, which is invasive, expensive and not available 
in many centers.5

Since it will take some time until these approaches are 
available for clinical use, the only widely applicable and safe 
pharmacological agents to lower Lpa levels are nicotinic acid. 
Nicotinic acid has been shown to be safe and it lowers Lpa 
levels by up to 30% in several controlled studies, however the 
exact quantity of lowering and the mechanism  is not clear 6-8 
and also the apprehension of side-effects in high doses are 
quite bothersome.

Nicotinic acid reduces the Lpa but in high doses (more than 
2 gram/d) which is usually not tolerated by the patients. 
There are not many randomized control trials using low dose 
nicotinic acid to reduce Lpa. If these ACS with high Lpa are 
treated, incidents of ACS may decrease. 

The aim of the study was to observe whether serum lpa level 
is significantly high in patients of acute coronary syndrome 
(ACS) in comparison to controls,  to find out if there are any 
differences in Lpa level between different types of acute 
coronary syndrome  and to observe whether treatment with 
oral low dose nicotinic acid  lowers the serum Lpa level. 

Methods:

The study was conducted in Shahid Gangalal National Heart 
centre (SGNHC) Kathmandu and it was a quasi-experimental 
study design. Total two hundred patients admitted in the one 
year were included as cases in the study. This is a prospective 
study started from October 2008 and continued for about 
2 years. The volunteers attending SGNHC OPD patients 
who came for comprehensive cardiac check-up were taken 
randomly as controls. Their risk factors were matched with the 
acute cases admitted as ACS. All patients with ACS admitted 

in CCU of SGNHC served as cases for the study and treatment 
with nicotinic acid. Informed Consent was taken from every 
volunteer and patient before the sample was withdrawn; 
approval was obtained from hospital ethics committee for the 
study. 

Ten milliliter of blood was drawn in the morning and was 
sent immediately to lab for measurement of Lpa in ACS 
cases admitted to CCU. Sample from the control was taken 
from out patient door (OPD) cases. Measurement was done 
by turbidometry method. The next part of the study was to 
administer oral nicotinic acid to those patients who had high 
level of Lpa.

Inclusion criteria: All patients with age between30-65 
attending SGNHC OPD who volunteered for the study, served 
as control; all patients admitted to CCU as acute coronary 
syndrome served as cases. And all patients with ACS having 
high Lpa level were enrolled for the treatment with nicotinic 
acid in the later part of the study.

Exclusion criteria: Patients with deranged renal function (which 
affects the Lpa level) and uncontrolled diabetics and those in 
killip class 2 or more were excluded from the study. Also those 
who underwent percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) 
were also excluded. 

In the other part of the study, out of 200 ACS patients admitted 
in CCU, 24  patients were selected for the treatment because 
of their high serum Lpa level; of these 20 were available for 
follow-up. Those who had increased level of Lpa (≥40mg/dl) 
were administered sustained- release nicotinic acid 375 mg 
twice daily for 6weeks followed by 375 mg thrice daily for 
another 6 weeks. Serum level of Lpa was checked after that. 
The other drugs were continued as before. Patients were 
enquired about the possible side-effects.  All patients were 
on atorvastatin, and only two were on ezetimibe and one on 
fibrates and no one were on any other medicines like anti-
inflammatory or other medications like ayurvedic medicines.

Serum levels of control group and cases were measured and 
mean values calculated and expressed as mean + standard 
deviation. The serum levels between control group and acute 
coronary syndrome cases were compared. Also comparison 
was studied between unstable angina and MI patients. The 
difference between two groups was calculated using   or z 
test or student t test, whichever applicable using SPSS version 
11.5.  The p value <0.05 was considered as significant.

results 

In the first part of the study, among 200 ACS patients included 
in the study, their age ranged from minimum of 28 years  to 
maximum of 86 years, with  mean of 53.7years (+14.5). Male 
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patients consisted of 86% among cases and 89% among 
controls. Among the cases 22% were unstable patients 16% 
were non-ST elevation myocardial infarction (NSTEMI) and 
62% were ST elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI). 

Among controls 55 % smoked and 70% of the cases smoked 
cigarette. Hypertension was present among 30% of the controls 
and 50% among cases. Non-insulin dependent diabetes 
mellitus (NIDDM) was present among 8% of the controls and 
18% among the cases. Family history of premature coronary 
artery disease was present among present in 4% of the cases 
and 2% among the controls. Dyslipidemia was present among 
12% of the controls and 30% of the cases.

Among the cases mean lipoprotein (a) level was 39.7mg/dl 
(+17) with the maximum of 83 and minimum of 14. Among 
the controls mean lipoprotein (a) was 22mg/dl (+5.04) with 
maximum of 44mg/dl and minimum of 17mg/dl. Difference 
was significant with p value of < 0.01. The difference between 
STEMI and NSTEMI was not statistically significant with p value 
of 0.78. The difference between UA and MI was not statistically 
significant with p value of 0.35. 

In the second part of the study that is the treatment with 
niacin, it was observed that nobody discontinued the drug 
because of the side-effects. There was a significant reduction 
in serum Lpa level from 74.1mg/dl (+ SD22.2) among 20 ACS 
patients to 43.2mg/dl (+SD21.9) p<0.01.  The clinical events 
could not be studied because of inadequate follow-up and 
small sample size.  

dIscussIon

Analyzing characteristics of cases and controls, few things to 
be noted are the prevalence of different risk factors among 
controls and cases. There is slight difference in presence of risk 
factor like smoking diabetes among the cases and controls; case 
group had slightly more (although non-significant) diabetic 
and smokers than controls.  Whether this could have caused 
higher occurrence of acute coronary syndrome is debatable, 
lipoprotein(a) being just innocent bystander.  However it is 
described that all these coronary risk factors do not affect the 
level of Lpa level. Because of small sample size, difference in 
the Lpa level among ethnic groups could not be analysed as 
done in other studies. 9-17

Some studies had controversial reports that statin increases 
the Lpa level and aspirin decreases the level.18 In our study all 
patients were on aspirin and atorvastatin. This would probably 
balance the net effect on Lpa if any. And the recent studies 19- 22 
show that nicotinic acid in various combinations lower Lpa and 
is beneficial for coronary artery disease.

These days, many young patients are found to have coronary 
artery disease. Other than smoking, risk factors are not usually 
seen in such patients. Higher prevalence of Lpa could not be 
selectively demonstrated among young patients probably 
because of small sample size in our study, which may be 
regarded as the drawback of the study. Niacin has multiple 
effects like anti-oxidant anti-inflammatory and lipid lowering 
effect as well as Lpa lowering effect. So what caused reduction 
in clinical effect would not be very easy to determine. 

A distinctly elevated Lpa level is an important risk factor 
for an early-onset and badly progressive arteriosclerosis.23 
Lowering serum Lpa level in these patients may control the 
progression of coronary artery disease. The NAUTILUS24, 25study 
demonstrated the beneficial efficacy and tolerability profiles 
of sustained release nicotinic acid in a usual-care setting. 
The most common side-effect of niacin is flushing, which 
infrequently causes treatment discontinuation and which 
usually subsides over continued treatment.  These studies 
have used nicotinic acid in high dose 1.5 gram to 2 gram for 
upto 20 weeks. This study has targeted to avoid those side-
effects by using low dose. The ARBITER 226 study showed 1-2 
years of treatment with niacin plus a statin induced regression 
of atherosclerosis in patients with coronary artery disease. 
The mechanism of the benefit achieved by niacin has not been 
explained in many studies. However in another study27 it has 
been suggested that the mechanism is through improvement 
in endothelial function and that improvement is present in 
patients with low High density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C), 
but not with normal HDL-C. 

The  limitation of the study is the lack of clinical correlation with 
the events after the treatment. Because of logistic reasons this 
could not be carried out. The technical difficulties in assessing 
the Lpa level are recognized however this has been attempted 
sincerely by proper and regular standard methods. 

conclusIon

The serum level of Lpa is found to be higher among coronary 
artery disease patients and appears to be a strong risk factor 
for coronary artery disease in our population also. The serum 
level of Lpa was not found to be significantly different in 
different types of acute coronary syndrome – STEMI, NSTEMI 
and unstable angina. Administration of low dose of nicotinic 
acid reduced the serum Lpa level significantly in patients of 
acute coronary syndrome and was well tolerated.
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